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Abstract

Aptamers are chemically synthesized oligonucleotides or peptides with molecular recognition 

capabilities. We investigated recognition of substrate-tethered small-molecule targets, using 

neurotransmitters as examples, and fluorescently labeled DNA aptamers. Substrate regions 

patterned via microfluidic channels with dopamine or L-tryptophan were selectively recognized by 

previously identified dopamine or L-tryptophan aptamers, respectively. The on-substrate 

dissociation constant determined for the dopamine aptamer was comparable to, though slightly 

greater than the previously determined solution dissociation constant. Using pre-functionalized 

neurotransmitter-conjugated oligo(ethylene glycol) alkanethiols and microfluidics patterning, we 

produced multiplexed substrates to capture and to sort aptamers. Substrates patterned with L-

DOPA, L-DOPS, and L-5-HTP enabled comparison of the selectivity of the dopamine aptamer for 

different targets via simultaneous determination of in situ binding constants. Thus, beyond our 

previous demonstrations of recognition by protein binding partners (i.e., antibodies and G-protein-
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coupled receptors), strategically optimized small-molecule-functionalized substrates show 

selective recognition of nucleic acid binding partners. These substrates are useful for side-by-side 

target comparisons, and future identification and characterization of novel aptamers targeting 

neurotransmitters or other important small-molecules.

ToC GRAPHIC

Keywords

oligonucleotide; neurotransmitter; chemical patterning; microfluidics; self-assembled monolayers; 
molecular recognition; fluorescence microscopy

INTRODUCTION

Aptamers are single-stranded oligonucleotides or peptides having selective recognition for a 

wide variety of targets.1–5 Isolation of aptamer sequences is most often carried out through 

the use of an in vitro selection method termed systematic evolution of ligands by exponential 

enrichment (SELEX).6,7 Commonly, SELEX involves covalent modification of stationary 

phase materials, e.g., sepharose, with targets.6–9 Target-modified materials are exposed to 

combinatorial libraries containing large numbers of nucleic acid sequences possessing 

random regions. Only small numbers of sequences recognizing targets are isolated and 

enriched over subsequent rounds of selection.

Compared to antibodies or other protein recognition elements, aptamers possess advantages 

associated with chemical synthesis and engineering for stability in biological environments.
10 Aptamer affinities can be tuned by evolving or mutating recognition sequences.11–13 As 

such, aptamers have emerged as candidates for integration into diverse sensing platforms.
14–16 Identifying new aptamers and understanding relationships between aptamer affinities, 

kinetics, and conformational dynamics will be critical for realizing the potential of these 

recognition elements for device architectures and diverse applications including in vivo 
sensing.17–19

Following isolation, the thermodynamic dissociation constant (Kd) that characterizes 

aptamer-target binding is typically determined in solution by fluorescence enhancement, 

quenching, or anisotropy measurements.20,21 A different approach would be to measure 

aptamer affinities in environments that more closely mimic those in which they are isolated 

(i.e., on substrates).22 Dissociation constants determined in solution can differ from on-
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substrate Kd values. Improvements in aptamer-based sensing applications will be facilitated 

by characterizing interactions between aptamers and targets immobilized on sensor surfaces. 

Thus, we developed the ability to determine on-substrate Kd values for aptamer-target 

recognition for comparison to in-solution determined values, and to multiplex target-

functionalized substrates enabling side-by-side comparisons of binding affinities. One goal 

was to ascertain whether the substrates investigated here have the potential to be used for 

future SELEX aimed at identifying and characterizing novel aptamers for small molecules.

Previously, we developed small-molecule-functionalized substrates using neurotransmitters 

as exemplars.23–25 Optimization entailed (1) spacing small-molecules for improved 

recognition by larger biomolecules via dilute solution deposition of tethering thiols during 

the preparation of mixed self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) or through the insertion of 

tethers into naturally existing or engineered defects in SAMs.26–29 (2) We utilized the amino 

acid precursors of neurotransmitters for tethering via the additional carboxyl moiety to 

render amino groups more accessible for molecular recognition.23,24 And (3), we 

incorporated oligo(ethylene glycol)-terminated thiols as these had been shown by others to 

reduce nonspecific molecular recognition.30,31 The major difference between our substrates 

and those commonly used for SELEX is that we precisely control surface parameters, such 

as target densities, tethering chemistries, and spacing, to maximize small-molecule 

accessibility while minimizing nonspecific binding.

Using small-molecule tethered substrates, binding partners including antibodies25,27 and G-

protein-coupled receptors,23,24 were selectively captured and sorted from mixtures to their 

respective targets. We developed soft-lithography patterning methods32,33 to create regions 

of target contrast, which enabled visualization and quantification via fluorophore-labeled 

binding partners relative to nonspecific binding on the same substrates.25,28,29,34 The 

capability to recognize and to sort native G-protein-coupled receptors with minimal 

nonspecific binding suggested to us that these substrates might also recognize artificial 
receptors in the form of aptamers, an idea that was previously untested.

Thus, our main goal was to determine whether small-molecule functionalized substrates, 

which incorporate all of the optimization strategies described above, recognize known 

aptamers identified by solid-phase SELEX. In the future, these small-molecule-

functionalized substrates might enable improvements in isolating new high-affinity, high-

selectivity aptamers for small molecules. Aptamers targeting small molecules have been 

difficult to identify by SELEX and we hypothesize that this is partly due to poorly controlled 

surface chemistries on traditional solid-phase column materials.

We investigated these ideas using previously identified DNA aptamers for the 

neurotransmitter dopamine (3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine)35,36 or L-tryptophan.37 We 

determined that dopamine and L-tryptophan aptamers selectively and reversibly recognize 

target-functionalized substrates. We compared Kd values for aptamer recognition of 

dopamine in solution vs. surface-tethered dopamine. Using pre-functionalized 

neurotransmitter-conjugated oligoethylene alkanethiols,25 we produced multiplexed 

substrates with similarly structured neurotransmitters tethered in parallel. These substrates 
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enabled simultaneous determination and comparison of in situ binding affinities and 

evaluation of aptamer specificity.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Dopamine Aptamers Recognize Surface-Tethered Dopamine.

Our general strategy for substrate functionalization is shown in Scheme 1A. The amino 

group of dopamine had been functionalized to agarose columns for the original aptamer 

selection reported by others.38 Thus, for an initial demonstration of aptamer capture on our 

substrates, we also immobilized dopamine via its primary amine for amide bond formation 

with surface-tethered carboxyl groups.

The density of surface-tethered dopamine was optimized for aptamer recognition by altering 

ratios of hydroxyl-terminated (background molecules) vs. carboxyl-terminated (tether 

molecules) thiols to minimize target crowding (Figure S1).

Microfluidic channels were used to pattern substrates so that substrates had alternating 

dopamine functionalized and unfunctionalized regions enabling relative fluorescence 

quantification (Scheme 1B).25,28,29,34 Nonspecific binding was minimized through the use 

of hydroxyl tri(ethylene glycol)-terminated undecanethiol (TEG) in the functionalized and 

unfunctionalized regions.27,30,31 We have previously characterized small-molecule-

functionalized substrates using infrared spectroscopy,26,27 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, 

and electrochemistry.25 Nucleic acids were conjugated with fluorophores on their 5’-ends 

(Figure 1). The “correct” dopamine aptamer sequence was a 57-base DNA homolog35 of an 

RNA aptamer originally isolated by SELEX by Mannironi and co-workers (Figure 1A).38

To investigate dopamine-specific recognition by the DNA aptamer on our planar substrates, 

we quantified relative fluorescence binding of the correct sequence vs. two incorrect 

(control) sequences. The first, a “mutated” 58-base sequence contained an additional 

adenine at position 21. The extra base lies in a recognition loop of the “correct” sequence 

and was therefore hypothesized to interfere with recognition. This mutated sequence was 

first reported by Walsh and DeRosa when describing the DNA homolog of the RNA 

dopamine aptamer (Figure 1B).35 The second sequence was a scrambled sequence, which 

we designed to have the same numbers of each nucleotide from the correct 57-base aptamer 

but a primary sequence predicted to generate a different secondary structure (Figure 1C). 

Two-dimensional secondary structures shown in Figure 1 were obtained using the Mfold 
program, which generates thermodynamically favorable conformations contingent on base-

sequences and external constraints, such as temperature and ionic conditions.39

Recognition of surface-tethered dopamine by the correct aptamer sequence produced the 

highest fluorescence contrast between regions conjugated with dopamine and 

unfunctionalized regions (Figure 1A). The mutated sequence showed a large reduction in 

dopamine-associated fluorescence (Figure 1B), while the scrambled sequence showed 

minimal aptamer capture and no detectable pattern (Figure 1C).
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We quantified binding of the correct, mutated, and scrambled sequences side-by-side on 

dopamine-functionalized substrates (Figure 1D, inset). Differences in recognition of surface-

tethered dopamine by the different sequences were similar to those determined from separate 

substrates. These results highlight a key advantage of patterned substrates—target 

recognition by different binding partners can be directly compared on the same substrates. 

Additionally, these results further exemplify that a single base change in a key target-

recognition region significantly alters aptamer binding.13

Next, we carried out measurements on substrates where each dopamine-functionalized 

channel was exposed to a different aptamer concentration (1–50 μM) to determine the on-

substrate dissociation constant (Kd) (Figure 2A,B). A Langmuir isotherm (saturation curve) 

was generated by plotting increasing aptamer concentrations vs. mean relative fluorescence 

intensities (normalized to the background fluorescence of each of the six substrates tested). 

The half-saturation point corresponded to a Kd=6.8 ± 1 μM (Figure 2C). The on-substrate Kd 

value was one order of magnitude greater than the Kd previously reported for this aptamer 

recognizing dopamine in solution (0.7 μM).35 Differences in the Kd values determined on-

substrate vs. in-solution suggest that steric hindrance associated with surface-bound targets 

may result in modest increases in apparent dissociation constants (i.e., lower affinity) for 

tethered small-molecules. These findings further imply that in-solution Kd values may 

overestimate affinities for aptamers selected using target-modified column materials.

Aptamers make use of noncovalent intermolecular interactions (i.e., hydrogen bonding, 

hydrophobic interactions, electrostatic interactions, and π-π-stacking) for target recognition. 

When selecting aptamers for immobilized targets, access to target functional groups may be 

somewhat reduced due to fewer degrees of freedom and/or steric hindrance associated with 

aptamer diffusion to substrates, both of which can affect binding affinities.40 This situation 

emphasizes challenges associated with selecting aptamers for small-molecule targets, which 

have limited functional groups for recognition (and tethering, vide infra).41

Aptamer Kd values were previously shown to differ depending on the methods by which 

they are determined.42 Dissociation constants obtained in three independent laboratories by 

different techniques were compared for an aptamer targeting anaphylactic allergen β-

conglutin.43 Use of surface plasmon resonance, filter-binding assay, or microscale 

thermophoresis resulted in Kd values that were within an order of magnitude of each other 

(24 nM, 1.8 nM, and 12 nM, respectively). Similarly, the substrate-determined dissociation 

constant varied significantly from the solution-phase Kd value for a thrombin aptamer 

measured by surface plasmon resonance.44

Together, previous and current findings suggest that relative differences between Kd values 

determined on-substrate vs. in-solution are comparable within reasonable methodological 

expectations but may differ somewhat for surface-tethered vs. solution dopamine due to 

surface constraints associated with the former. Notably, we optimize aptamer recognition by 

diluting tethered targets, which are attached to flexible ethylene(glycol) alkanethiols. The 

current results support the general assertion that the surface functionalization strategies 

employed here enable reasonable mimicry of free (in-solution) small-molecules.
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Competitive Displacement.

We investigated the reversibility of aptamer binding to surface-tethered dopamine by 

including dopamine in solution (Scheme 1). Patterned substrates were incubated with 20 μM 

dopamine aptamer, a concentration at which surface-tethered dopamine binding was 

saturated (Figure 2C), as well as different concentrations of free dopamine to vary the degree 

of displacement (Scheme 2). The concentration range for solution dopamine was based on 

the on-substrate Kd value and spanned approximately one order of magnitude above and 

below this dissociation constant.

Representative fluorescence images for competitive displacement experiments are shown in 

Figure S2. The target-response curve was sigmoidal for increasing logarithmic 

concentrations of solution dopamine (Figure 3A). The inhibitory constant, Ki, was 

calculated to be 1.4 ± 0.5 μM, using the on-substrate Kd value and the fixed aptamer 

concentration.45 Thus, at ~1 μM free dopamine, half maximal inhibition of aptamer binding 

to surface-tethered dopamine occurred. If the probability of aptamer binding to surface-

tethered vs. solution dopamine were equal, then the Ki would equal the Kd. The fact that the 

Ki was within an order of magnitude of the Kd value determined on-substrate (~7 μM) 

further indicates that surface-tethered dopamine generally mimics dopamine in solution. 

However, the slightly lower Ki value vs. the on-substrate Kd also supports the idea that the 

lower degree of freedom of on-substrate targets slightly reduces aptamer affinity.

We carried out two competitive displacement control experiments. For the positive control 

condition (Figure 3A,B), substrates were functionalized with dopamine but co-incubated 

with free L-tryptophan in the presence of the dopamine aptamer. Here, maximal 

fluorescence was observed across the range of L-tryptophan concentrations, suggesting 

negligible competition of L-tryptophan with substrate-bound dopamine for dopamine-

aptamer binding. For the negative control condition (Figure 3A,C), L-tryptophan was 

surface-tethered instead of dopamine and free dopamine was co-incubated with the 

dopamine aptamer. In this case, we observed negligible fluorescence suggesting that the 

dopamine aptamer did not recognize surface-bound L-tryptophan. The aptamer likely 

preferentially recognized free dopamine and, in any case, was removed during post-

incubation wash steps. Together, these findings indicate the selectivity of this dopamine 

aptamer in differentiating the amino acid L-tryptophan (the biological precursor of the 

neurotransmitter serotonin) from dopamine.

Multiplexed Substrates to Investigate Aptamer Selectivities.

Yang and co-workers identified an aptamer that recognizes L-tryptophan immobilized via its 

amino group on epoxy-activated Sepharose beads (Kd=1.8 μM).37 We hypothesized that 

tethering L-tryptophan by the same functional group would enable recognition by this L-

tryptophan aptamer on our substrates. We tethered L-tryptophan and dopamine on the same 
substrates in alternating patterned channels (Figure 4A). Dopamine and L-tryptophan 

aptamers were labeled with different fluorophores and substrates were incubated with 

mixtures of these aptamers. Substrates were imaged at different wavelengths corresponding 

to the non-overlapping emission spectra for each fluorophore.
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Under imaging conditions for the dopamine aptamer, we observed fluorescence only in the 

dopamine-functionalized lanes (Figure 4B). This finding further exemplifies that this 

dopamine aptamer recognizes substrate-immobilized dopamine, while negligibly 

recognizing surface-tethered L-tryptophan. However, using imaging conditions for the L-

tryptophan aptamer, fluorescence patterns were not detectable for L-tryptophan-

functionalized channels (Figure 4C).

Capture and sorting of the dopamine aptamer but not the L-tryptophan aptamer suggested a 

number of possibilities. For one, the L-tryptophan aptamer may be unable to recognize L-

tryptophan under the functionalization conditions used here. However, prior to investigating 

multiplexed substrates, recognition of surface-tethered L-tryptophan by the L-tryptophan 

aptamer was verified (Figure S3). The selectivities of the L-tryptophan and dopamine 

aptamers individually against dopamine of L-tryptophan, respectively were also tested 

(Figure S4). An alternate explanation is that the multiplexing strategy used above may have 

resulted in insufficient surface-tethered L-tryptophan.

L-Tryptophan requires reaction for ~48 h at pH 9.5 for optimal functionalization (Figure 

S3).37 By contrast, dopamine self-polymerizes after only 3 h in solution, depositing 

polydopamine layers on substrates that can be tens of nanometers thick.46 Here, dopamine 

was dissolved in buffer solutions at pH 6.7, which retards but does not completely inhibit 

polymerization. In our experiments, microfluidic devices were used for patterning purposes 

only and were not connected to a flow system (i.e., targets were injected by hand into each 

channel). For the experiments shown in Figure 4, targets were sequentially injected into all 

microfluidic channels; devices were removed after 3-h incubation periods to prevent 

dopamine polymerization. Entire substrates were then rinsed to remove unfunctionalized 

targets. Under these conditions, incubation times were likely insufficient for L-tryptophan 

functionalization.

Generally, multiplexed on-substrate chemistries present difficulties for tethering multiple 

targets due to the various chemistries/conditions required for covalent modification of 

individual species.24,25,29,47 To circumvent these difficulties and to enable simultaneous on-

substrate determination of Kd values for multiple targets, we utilized pre-functionalized 

neurotransmitter-conjugated oligoethylene alkanethiols, which we previously synthesized to 

enable multiplexed patterning of small molecules.25 Using pre-functionalized thiols, aptamer 

recognition and binding does not depend on the efficiencies of on-substrate coupling 

chemistries.

As shown in Scheme 3, we first used microfluidic devices to pattern different pre-

functionalized thiols in different channels. We then used microfluidic devices to create 

aptamer concentration gradients orthogonal to the original thiol patterns to obtain 

simultaneous Kd determinations for targets in situ. We self-assembled thiols pre-

functionalized with L-3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine (L-DOPA), L-threo-

dihydroxyphenylserine (L-DOPS), or L-5-hydroxytryptophan (L-5-HTP), which are 

precursors to the neurotransmitters dopamine, norepinephrine, and serotonin, respectively 

(Figure 5A, 5B). By tethering amino-acid neurotransmitter precursors via their (extra) 

carboxyl groups, both the catechol/indole and amino moieties remained available for 
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aptamer recognition.23,24 When we designed these pre-functionalized thiols, we 

hypothesized that the availability of all functional groups, despite tethering, might enable 

eventual selection of aptamers with improved target recognition.

Fluorescence intensities were comparable at each concentration of dopamine aptamer 

incubated with tethered L-DOPA or L-DOPS (Figure 5C). The Kd values were 8.3 ± 0.8 μM 

and 6.8 ± 0.9 μM, respectively, and were indistinguishable [(t(6)=1.8, P>0.05] (Figure 5C). 

These Kd values were similar to the Kd for dopamine-aptamer recognition of dopamine 

tethered by its primary amine further indicating that this particular aptamer primarily 

recognizes the catechol moiety. Cross-reactivity of the dopamine aptamer for 

norepinephrine, for which L-DOPS is the precursor, has been previously reported and is 

presumably due to aptamer recognition largely involving the catechol moiety present in 

these highly similar targets.35,38,48,49 Minimal relative fluorescence was observed for the 

L-5-HTP pre-functionalized thiol, similar to the specificity of this dopamine aptamer for 

tethered dopamine vs. L-tryptophan (Figures 3, 4).

Mannironi et al. used structure-activity relationships to determine the mechanism of 

dopamine recognition by this particular dopamine aptamer.38 Norepinephrine was 60% 

effective in eluting dopamine-bound aptamers. Other catechols, i.e., L-DOPA, catechol, also 

displaced the dopamine aptamer from dopamine-functionalized affinity columns, albeit with 

reduced potency. Replacing the 4-hydroxyl group with a methoxy group further reduced 

displacement to ~15%. Phenethylamine targets lacking the catechol moiety were unable to 

displace the dopamine aptamer. These findings led Mannironi et al. to hypothesize that the 

mechanism of dopamine aptamer recognition involved hydrogen bonding between the 

hydroxyl group at position 3 of dopamine and an acceptor in the aptamer binding pocket. 

Further, they posited that both the benzene ring and the proximal region of the aliphatic 

chain may be embedded in the aptamer binding pocket.

Ferapontova and coworkers recently asserted that the DNA homolog of the original RNA 

dopamine aptamer is not an aptamer due to poor selectivity for dopamine vs. structurally 

related catecholamines.50 We observed similar cross-reactivity of this DNA aptamer with 

surface-tethered dopamine vs. norepinephrine, with Kd values for these two targets being 

indistinguishable. However, we demonstrated that a single-base change in the correct 

dopamine aptamer sequence resulted in significantly reduced recognition of dopamine, and a 

scrambled sequence showed no dopamine binding (Figure 1), indicating sequence-specific 

dopamine recognition. Furthermore, substrate-tethered L-tryptophan (Figure 4,S4) and L-5-

HTP (Figure 5) were differentiated from dopamine by the DNA dopamine aptamer. Thus, 

while lacking the ability to differentiate catecholamines, this DNA dopamine aptamer 

nonetheless exhibits specific recognition of surface-bound dopamine with respect to 

indoleamines.

Dopamine aptamer cross-reactivity highlights the challenge of isolating aptamers that 

differentiate target molecules that differ by as little as a single functional group (in this case, 

the β-hydroxyl group of norepinephrine).51 Even so, chemical intuition, carefully designed 

nucleic acid libraries, and stringent counter-selection protocols can lead to aptamers that 

distinguish physiologically important yet structurally similar small molecules.20,21,52–54 
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Multiplexed small-molecule-tethered substrates that enable relative comparisons of 

dissociation constants for aptamer binding to specific vs. nonspecific or closely structured 

counter-targets reduces measurement variabilities across different substrates. In the future, 

substrates patterned with many different targets may have the potential to be used for 

multiplexed counter-selection to discover or to refine identification of highly selective 

aptamers.

Aptamer Elution from Multiplexed Substrates.

In SELEX, captured nucleic acid sequences are eluted prior to reverse transcription, in the 

case of RNA, and amplification by polymerase chain reaction before subsequent rounds of 

selection.6,7 Tightly bound DNA sequences are typically eluted using strong base.55,56 

Deprotonation disrupts intramolecular G/C and T/A hydrogen-bonded networks, which 

disorders nucleic-acid secondary structure and interrupts target interactions enabling 

removal of bound sequences.57

We investigated elution by 0.5 M potassium hydroxide (KOH) of aptamers bound to 

dopamine-functionalized substrates (Figure 6A). Substrates (8.75 cm2) were unpatterned and 

functionalized nominally with 20% dopamine (80:20 TEG:HEG solution deposition for 

SAM formation followed by covalent modification of HEG with dopamine). Prior to 

substrate incubation, solutions contained 1 × 10−9 mol of dopamine aptamer, calculated 

from the solution volume and the aptamer concentration measured by ultraviolet visible 

spectroscopy (20 ± 0.4 μM), and in agreement with the calculated concentration. Eluents 

contained 3 × 10−10 moles of dopamine aptamer (3 × 10−11 mol/cm2), indicating that a 

measurable amount of aptamer was captured from solution and recovered from substrates. 

(Figure 6B). The density of oligo(ethylene glycol)-terminated alkanethiols on Au substrates 

is on the order of ~1014 molecules/cm2.58 Assuming 100% yields for dopamine surface 

functionalization and aptamer recognition, aptamers eluted from substrates would be ~1013 

molecules/cm2 or ~2 × 10−11 mol/cm2. This calculated density agrees well with the 

measured aptamer density.

We conducted two negative control elution experiments using the scrambled dopamine 

aptamer or the L-tryptophan aptamer. When dopamine-functionalized substrates were 

incubated with either of these sequences, we were unable to detect quantifiable amounts of 

fluorescently labeled nucleic acids in the eluents (Figure 6B), indicating minimal 

nonspecific sequence recognition and the potential to identify sequences that selectively 

recognize surface-tethered targets of interest.

A possible route to novel aptamers that recognize small molecules, including 

neurotransmitters, will be to capture aptamer candidates from combinatorial libraries and to 

elute them from the types of target-modified substrates described here, followed by 

amplification and subsequent rounds of capture. As a simple example of sequence capture 

when substrates were exposed to multiple sequences, we investigated dopamine and L-

tryptophan aptamers co-incubated on dopamine-functionalized substrates. Each aptamer was 

tagged with a different fluorophore. Dopamine-functionalized substrates were incubated 

with 1:1 aptamer mixtures (20 μM) and 0.5 M KOH was used to elute the captured 

sequences. We were unable to visualize or to quantify an emission peak for the Alexa488®-
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L-tryptophan aptamer. However, 2 × 10−10 mol of the dopamine aptamer were detected in 

the eluents (Figure 6C). The amount of dopamine aptamer eluted from the mixed aptamer 

exposure was comparable to the amount recovered from dopamine-functionalized substrates 

when the dopamine aptamer was incubated by itself (Figure 6B). The ability to capture 

aptamers and to recover them selectively from small-molecule-functionalized substrates 

illustrates possible use of these substrates in the future for selecting and/or characterizing 

novel aptamers.

Dissociation constants of previously identified aptamers for small-molecule targets are 

typically in the μM range and these aptamers often show cross-reactivity with similarly 

structured molecules (e.g. the dopamine aptamer investigated here).35,36,48,49 These 

difficulties have been attributed to the complexity in targeting molecules with low molecular 

mass and rotatable bonds.59,60 Recent advances in solution-phase SELEX methods that 

obviate tethering targets have enabled identification of aptamers that recognize small-

molecule, low-epitope targets.21,61–64 Solution-phase selection and/or the use of the target-

modified substrates described herein for SELEX are expected to lead to increased 

opportunities for high-affinity small-molecule aptamer discovery. Small-molecule-

functionalized substrates have advantages associated with comparisons of binding affinities 

in parallel and in environments that may be more predictive of aptamer binding 

characteristics in on-substrate applications (e.g., implantable biosensors).

Future applications could involve incorporation of microfluidics with flow on multiplexed 

substrates to enable high-throughput screening of oligonucleotide libraries. Scaling up is 

feasible since each round of selection involves amplifying the small numbers of sequences 

captured. The time to run highly multiplexed assays would not increase substantially since 

all targets are interrogated simultaneously. One key advantage of on-substrate selection 

compared to conventional solid-phase SELEX is the capacity to extract multiple binding 

affinities simultaneously while interrogating aptamer selectivity to similarly structured 

targets.

CONCLUSIONS

Nucleic acid aptamers are capable of recognizing small-molecule targets on substrates 

having highly controlled surface chemistries and optimized tethering. Patterned small 

molecules enable quantification of relative fluorescence associated with specific binding. 

The current findings show that surface-tethered small-molecule neurotransmitters are 

selectively and reversibly recognized by previously identified dopamine and L-tryptophan 

aptamers. On-substrate determination of equilibrium dissociation constants enabled 

comparisons with aptamer Kd values measured in solution. Small differences were attributed 

to on-substrate environments with lower degrees of freedom due to surface functionalization.

Pre-functionalized thiols that display more consistent biomolecule recognition,25 were 

utilized to create multiplexed substrates. Multiplexed substrates enabled measurements of Kd 

values for multiple targets in situ. We evaluated aptamer cross-reactivity for structurally 

similar targets (e.g., dopamine vs. norepinephrine). Finally, we demonstrated that aptamers 

captured on small-molecule-functionalized substrates could be selectively eluted and 
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quantified. Together, these findings suggest the potential of patterned small-molecule 

functionalized substrates to identify and/or to characterize novel high affinity, highly 

selective aptamers, which have been problematic to isolate via conventional solid-phase 

SELEX.

METHODS

Materials.

The Si substrates with Au films (100 nm) overlaying Ti (10 nm) were purchased from 

Platypus Technologies (Madison, WI). Hydroxyl tri(ethylene glycol)-terminated 

undecanethiol (TEG) and carboxyl hexa(ethylene glycol)-terminated undecanethiol (HEG) 

were purchased from Toronto Research Chemicals Inc. (Toronto, Canada). N-
Hydroxysuccinimide (NHS), N-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-N′-ethylcarbodiimide 

hydrochloride (EDC), 4-methylpiperidine, and dopamine hydrochloride were purchased 

from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). The SYLGARD® 184 silicone elastomer kits were 

from Ellsworth Adhesives (Germantown, WI). Absolute, 200-proof ethanol was purchased 

from Decon Laboratories, Inc. (King of Prussia, PA) and 95% hexane was purchased from 

Fisher Scientific (Hampton, NH). Deionized water (~18 MΩ) was obtained from a Millipore 

water purifier (Billerica, MA).

The following fluorescently labeled aptamer sequences were synthesized by Integrated DNA 

Technologies, Inc. (Coralville, IA): AlexaFluor® 546-conjugated single-stranded correct 

dopamine aptamer: 5’/5Alex546N/-GTC TCT GTG TGC GCC AGA GAC ACT GGG GCA 

GAT ATG GGC CAG CAC AGA ATG AGG CCC 3’ with molecular weight 18,790.9 g/mol 

and melting point 74.1 °C, AlexaFluor® 546-conjugated single-stranded mutated dopamine 

aptamer (additional base underlined): 5’/5Alex546N/-GTC TCT GTG TGC GCC AGA 

GAA CAC TGG GGC AGA TAT GGG CCA GCA CAG AAT GAG GCC C 3’ with 

molecular weight 18,926.0 g/mol and melting point 74.2 °C, AlexaFluor® 546-conjugated 

single-stranded scrambled dopamine aptamer: 5’/5Alex546N/-TGG GTA ACA ATG CGA 

GCA CTG CGG ACT ATG CAG GAA CTG TGC TGA GCG CGC CAC CGG 3’ with 

molecular weight 18,790.9 g/mol and melting temperature 75.0 °C, AlexaFluor® 488-

conjugated single-stranded L-tryptophan aptamer: 5’/5Alex488N/-AGC ACG TTG GTT 

AGG TCA GGT TTG GGT TTC GTG C 3’ with molecular weight 11,262.5 g/mol and 

melting point 67.2 °C, and AlexaFluor® 488-conjugated single-stranded scrambled L-

tryptophan aptamer: 5’/5Alex488N/-TCG AGG CTG GAT TTC ATT CGG GAT TTC GGT 

GGG T 3’ with molecular weight 11,262.5 g/mol and melting point 67.6 °C. Aptamer 

solutions (100 μM in TE buffer (10 mM Tris, 0.1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0) as received from 

Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc.) were stored at -20 °C and were diluted to specific 

concentrations as needed prior to each experiment.

Microfluidic Device Fabrication.

Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) microfluidic devices were prepared by mixing a 10:1 mass 

ratio of SYLGARD® 184 silicone elastomer base and curing agent. The mixture was 

degassed under vacuum until bubbles were no longer visible. The PDMS mixture was then 

cast onto a silicon master substrate having twelve 70-μm-wide channels with 30-μm 
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interchannel spacings patterned by photolithography. Each elastomeric mixture was cured at 

60 °C for ~20 h. Polymerized PDMS microfluidic devices were removed from the silicon 

master and soaked in fresh 95% hexane for 1.5 h three times. These soaking steps removed 

unpolymerized residues on devices preventing them from being deposited on substrates, 

thereby decreasing nonspecific binding.65 Finally, devices were rinsed with 50/50 deionized 

H2O/ethanol for 15 min and dried with nitrogen gas.

Self-Assembled Monolayer Preparation and Patterning.

The Au substrates were annealed with a hydrogen flame and submerged in 0.5 mM TEG and 

0.125 mM HEG (80:20 mol fraction) in ethanol for ~16 h to produce mixed self-assembled 

monolayers.24 The use of TEG in monolayers minimizes nonspecific binding of 

biomolecules.23,24,26,31 Following self-assembly, substrates were rinsed thoroughly with 

ethanol and blown dry with nitrogen gas. For on-substrate functionalization, TEG/HEG 

SAM-modified Au substrates were incubated for 1 h with an aqueous solution of 35 mM 

NHS and 35 mM EDC. This step converts the terminal carboxyl groups of HEG to NHS-

ester-activated moieties in preparation for amide bond formation (Scheme 1A).23 Substrates 

were then rinsed thoroughly with deionized H2O and blown dry.

Hexane-treated microfluidic devices were then sealed to substrates and either dopamine or 

L-tryptophan solutions (35 mM) were injected by hand into individual channels and 

incubated for 3 h or 48 h, respectively (Scheme 1B). Microfluidic devices were not 

connected to a continuous flow system but were used principally to address targets to 

specific substrate regions and to confine incubation solutions. Dopamine stock solutions 

were freshly prepared in phosphate buffer (10 mM KH2PO4, 40 mM K2HPO4, pH 6.7) and 

used immediately for each experiment to avoid dopamine polymerization. L-Tryptophan 

stock solutions were also freshly prepared in phosphate buffer (0.73 mM KH2PO4, 499 mM 

K2HPO4, pH 9.5) and used immediately. For multiplexed on-substrate patterning, solutions 

of dopamine or L-tryptophan were injected into alternating microfluidic channels and 

incubated for 3 h.

Following small-molecule conjugation, microfluidic devices were immediately removed 

from substrates while substrates were submerged in H2O to minimize exposure of 

unfunctionalized regions to the dopamine or L-tryptophan solutions in the channels. 

Substrates were then immersed in fresh deionized H2O for 10 min to hydrolyze unreacted 

NHS-activated carboxyl groups on HEG.66,67 Substrates were subsequently incubated with 

0.5 mM TEG for 1 h to replenish TEG in the substrate areas that had been in contact with 

microfluidic devices and where TEG may have been removed and ultimately, to minimize 

nonspecific binding in these areas.28

As an alternate route to multiplexed substrates, we self-assembled oligoethyleneglycol 

alkanethiols pre-functionalized with neurotransmitters; the synthesis of these 

heterobifunctional disulfides is described in detail elsewhere.25 Here, Au surfaces were 

flame-annealed and hexane-treated PDMS devices were sealed to substrates. Solutions 

containing 0.125 mM oligoethyleneglycol alkanethiols pre-functionalized with L-3,4-

dihydroxyphenylalanine, L-threo-3,4-dihydroxyphenylserine, or L-5-hydroxytryptophan and 

0.5 mM TEG (20/80 ratio) were injected into separate channels and incubated for 15 min.
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Following self-assembly and microfluidic device removal, substrates were incubated with 

0.5 mM TEG for 1 h for self-assembly in the areas surrounding the pre-functionalized thiols 

and unpatterned regions. The Fmoc groups used to protect amino moieties during the 

chemical synthesis of pre-functionalized thiols were removed by immersing substrates in 

20% 4-methylpiperidine in deionized H2O for 15 min. All substrates were thoroughly 

washed in deionized H2O and blown dry in preparation for aptamer capture, which occurred 

immediately thereafter.

Aptamer Capture on Small-Molecule-Patterned Substrates.

Aptamers were diluted 1:100 in binding buffer (10 mM Na2HPO4, 2 mM KH2PO4, 2.7 mM 

KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 500 mM NaCl, pH 7.4) followed by heating at 95 °C in a water bath for 

5 min.68 Aptamer solutions were then cooled in an ice bath for 20 s before equilibration at 

room temperature for 10 min. This standard procedure of heating and cooling removes 

misfolds in aptamer structures and maximizes correctly folded secondary structures. 

Substrates were incubated with aptamers (20 μM except where otherwise noted) for 1 h at 

room temperature in the dark to prevent fluorophore photobleaching.

For binding affinity measurements, different concentrations of dopamine aptamers (1–50 

μM) were incubated in different channels of microfluidic devices. For competitive 

displacement experiments, microfluidic devices were sealed on unpatterned dopamine-

functionalized substrates and in each channel, the dopamine aptamer (20 μM) was co-

incubated with different concentrations of free dopamine (0.1–50 μM).

For selectivity determinations, substrates functionalized with alternating dopamine and L-

tryptophan patterned regions were incubated with heat-treated mixtures of both aptamers. To 

create aptamer concentration gradients (1–30 μM) on multiplexed pre-functionalized thiols 

substrates, new hexane-treated microfluidic devices were placed on substrates 90° to the 

original channel orientations and dopamine aptamers were injected sequentially into 

channels. Substrates were imaged via fluorescence microscopy immediately following 1 h 

aptamer incubation unless aptamer elution was carried out.

Aptamer Elution from Small-Molecule-Patterned Substrates.

Following aptamer incubation, substrates were rinsed to remove unbound sequences and 

incubated in 0.5 M KOH for 15 min to elute bound sequences. Ultraviolet-visible (UV-vis) 

spectra of eluents (2 μL) containing fluorophore-labeled aptamers were obtained using a 

Thermo Scientific NanoDrop 2000 spectrophotometer. Concentrations of aptamers before 

and after elution were calculated from measured peak absorbances using Beer’s Law 

(A=εlc). The extinction coefficients (ε) for AlexaFluor® 488 (L-tryptophan) and 

AlexaFluor® 546 (dopamine) were 73,000 L/mol•cm and 112,000 L/mol•cm, respectively, 

and the path length was 1.0 mm.

Image Analysis and Statistics.

Immediately after aptamer binding and rinsing, substrates were carefully removed from the 

last wash so as to keep surfaces wet while glass coverslips were mounted. An inverted 

fluorescence microscope (Axio Observer.D1) with an AxioCam MRm charged-coupled 
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device camera (Carl Zeiss MicroImaging, Inc., Thornwood, NY) was used to visualize 

aptamer capture on substrates. The microscope was equipped with two fluorescence filter 

sets. One had excitation and emission wavelengths at 470 ± 20 nm and 525 ± 25 nm, 

respectively (38 HE/high efficiency); the other had excitation and emission wavelengths at 

550 ± 12 nm and 605 ± 35 nm (43 HE/high efficiency). Substrates were imaged using a 10× 

objective lens.

Fluorescence intensities were determined by line scans encompassing functionalized and 

unfunctionalized regions at 30-pixel scanning widths using AxioVs40 version 4.7.1.0 

software (Carl Zeiss MicroImaging, Inc., Thornwood, NY). On average, five line scans were 

acquired per substrate. All substrates from the same experiment were imaged using the same 

exposure times to standardize contrast and brightness. Mean fluorescence intensities for 

target-functionalized regions were divided by mean fluorescence values from unpatterned 

regions on a per substrate basis and are reported as relative fluorescence units (RFU; 

unitless) (N=2 for control conditions; N=4–6 for experimental conditions).25,34

The tunable contrast of fluorescence only influences RFU values at the extremes. At low 

levels of brightness, fluorescence for unfunctionalized regions is not detectable. At the 

opposite extreme, fluorescence intensities for unfunctionalized regions are detectable but 

intensities for functionalized regions are saturated. All data herein were collected under 

conditions where fluorescence for unfunctionalized regions was detectable (albeit low) and 

fluorescence for functionalized regions was not saturated. Under these conditions, RFU 

values are independent of brightness and are only related to differences in the numbers of 

bound aptamers. Fluorescence images shown in the figures are those that most closely 

represented mean fluorescence intensities.

Statistics were computed using GraphPad Prism (GraphPad Software Inc., San Diego). All 

data are reported/graphed as means ± standard errors of the means with probabilities P<0.05 

considered statistically significant.
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Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Scheme 1. 
Schematics (not to scale) of dilute target functionalization and patterning strategies. (A) The 

Au substrates were incubated in ethanolic solutions of 80% hydroxyl tri(ethylene glycol)-

terminated undecanethiol (TEG) and 20% carboxyl hexa(ethylene glycol)-terminated 

undecanethiol (HEG). Following N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) and N-(3-

dimethylaminopropyl)-N′ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC) activation, HEG carboxyl 

groups were conjugated with small-molecule neurotransmitters, such as dopamine, and 

tested for recognition with aptamers. (B) Microfluidics devices were used to pattern 

substrates with tethered small molecules. After self-assembly of 80/20 TEG/HEG and 

formation of activated esters, devices were sealed onto substrates and target solutions 

(purple) were injected into the channels for functionalization restricted to the channel areas. 

After device removal, substrates were backfilled with additional TEG (blue) to minimize 

non-specific binding, particularly in the unfunctionalized regions that had been in contact 

with devices. Aptamer recognition was evaluated on patterned substrates via fluorescence 

microscopy.
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Scheme 2. 
Schematics (not to scale) of competitive displacement in microfluidic channels. (A) Here, 

dopamine (DA) was first functionalized uniformly across substrates. Microfluidic devices 

were then sealed on the substrates and a different concentration of dopamine in solution was 

co-incubated with a constant concentration of dopamine aptamer in each channel. (B) Free 

dopamine vs. surface-tethered dopamine competed for aptamer binding.
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Scheme 3. 
Schematics (not to scale) of multiplexed patterning of three pre-functionalized thiols (i.e., 

pre-functionalized with L-DOPA, L-DOPS, or L-5-HTP). After pre-functionalized thiol self-

assembly, substrates were backfilled with TEG (blue) to minimize non-specific binding. A 

new microfluidic device was sealed over all three molecules at a 90° angle to the initial 

channel orientation and an aptamer concentration gradient was incubated across the different 

channels of each substrate. This enabled simultaneous Kd determinations for all three 

tethered targets. The structures of pre-functionalized L-DOPA, L-DOPS, and L-5-HTP are 

shown on the top right.
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Figure 1. 
Oligonucleotide binding on dopamine-patterned substrates. Representative fluorescence 

images are from N=3 substrates per sequence for (A) a 57-base correct dopamine aptamer 

sequence, (B) a mutated sequence with an extra adenine (red) in a recognition loop at 

position 21, and (C) a scrambled sequence with the same nucleotides as the correct sequence 

but a different primary sequence to generate a different secondary structure. Substrates were 

imaged at an emission wavelength of 605 nm for AlexaFluor® 546 (excitation at 556 nm). 

(D) Relative fluorescence intensities for patterned dopamine substrates exposed to the three 

aptamer sequences (20 μM) captured on the same substrate but in different channels (inset; 

representative image). Error bars are standard errors of the means for N=3 substrates. Group 

means were significantly different [F(2,15)=719; P<0.001]; ***P<0.001 vs. mutated or 

scrambled; †††P<0.001 vs. correct or scrambled.
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Figure 2. 
Dopamine aptamer dissociation constant for surface-tethered dopamine. (A) Representative 

fluorescence image from N=6 substrates imaged at a florescence emission wavelength of 

605 nm for AlexaFluor® 546 (excitation at 556 nm). Dopamine aptamer recognition was 

visualized for increasing concentrations of aptamer (1–50 μM). (B) A false-colored 

perspective plot for the fluorescence image shown in (A). In (C), the substrate binding 

affinity was obtained (6.8 ± 1 μM) by plotting relative fluorescence intensities vs. increasing 

aptamer concentrations. Error bars represent standard errors of the means and are too small 

to be visualized at the lowest concentration tested.
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Figure 3. 
Competitive displacement indicates reversible recognition of surface-tethered dopamine by 

the dopamine aptamer. (A) Inhibitory dose-response curve for surface-tethered dopamine vs. 

free dopamine. Error bars are standard errors of the means for N=4 substrates for tethered 

vs. in solution dopamine and N=2 for control conditions and are too small to be visualized in 

some cases. Schematics (not to scale) for (B) the positive control with incorrect target, L-

tryptophan, in solution and (C) the negative control with the incorrect target, L-tryptophan, 

tethered.
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Figure 4. 
Bi-functionalization of dopamine and L-tryptophan. (A) Schematic (not to scale) of 

incubation of multiplexed substrates with 1:1 mixtures of dopamine and L-tryptophan 

aptamers. Representative fluorescence images of the same substrate at (B) an emission 

wavelength of 605 nm for AlexaFluor® 546 (excitation at 556 nm) to image bound 

dopamine aptamers and (C) an emission wavelength of 525 nm for AlexaFluor® 488 

(excitation at 490 nm) to visualize bound L-tryptophan aptamers. Selective binding was 

observed for the dopamine aptamer, while negligible binding was detected for the L-

tryptophan aptamer (N=3 substrates).
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Figure 5. 
(A) Representative fluorescence image at an emission wavelength of 605 nm for 

AlexaFluor® 546 (excitation at 556 nm) to visualize different concentrations of dopamine 

aptamer binding to each of three pre-functionalized thiols (i.e., L-DOPA, L-DOPS, and L-5-

HTP). (B) A false-colored perspective plot of the fluorescence image shown in (A). In (C), 

on-substrate binding affinities were obtained simultaneously for all three targets by plotting 

fluorescence intensities at increasing aptamer concentrations. Error bars represent standard 

errors of the means for N=4 substrates and are too small to be visualized in most cases.
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Figure 6. 
Elution of aptamers following substrate capture. (A) Schematic (not to scale) of incubation 

of dopamine-functionalized substrates with dopamine aptamers. Unbound sequences were 

rinsed from substrates. Captured aptamers were eluted by treatment with KOH. (B) 
Representative UV-vis spectra (N=3) showing the absorbance spectra of eluted aptamers 

based on AlexaFluor® 546 and AlexaFluor® 488 emission wavelengths for dopamine 

(correct and scrambled) and L-tryptophan aptamers, respectively. Control experiments with 

the L-tryptophan aptamer and the scrambled dopamine aptamer showed negligible nucleic 

acid elution. (C) Representative UV-vis spectra (N=3) for selective elution of dopamine 

aptamers from mixtures with L-tryptophan aptamers (1:1 ratio).
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